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Most recently, this work was carried out as part of the "SPIDER" project, see details on our Confluence server.

A provisional starting point for the MAPS Wiki

AnalysisFramework - plans of how we intend to develop this.
DesyTBRuns - A list of runs taken at DESY
DAQCODE - How to install the code on your machine
MpsAnalysis - Details of the latest and greatest MpsAnalysis code Jamie has to date and how to run it....
HamburgPhotos

- MapsTBMechanicalSupport - For cosmics and beam tests, stacking sensors into mechanical support structure, coordinate system, etc.
- MapsHotPixels - Some analysis of data from the DESY test beam runs which may imply the presence of hot pixels in the MAPS sensor.
- CosmicsTests
- DecalStack

MokkaSimulation - simulation of TB setup in Mokka
DigitisationProcedure - for full detector simulation and testbeam simulation
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